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ABSTRACT
Content creators in broadcast and post-production are faced with tightening deadlines, greater demand
for content, and significant cost constraints. Many are looking to the cloud to help them deal with this
changing environment, while hoping to manage their work with increasingly distributed teams and remote
approvals workflows and prepare for tomorrow’s content challenges. For most–the cloud is more a
promise than reality–simple storage, unfamiliar applications and more of a development environment
than a production ready workspace. But this does not have to be the case. StorNext in the Cloud is a
series of technologies and applications that have come together to deliver a production ready cloud
experience that truly meets the needs of post and broadcast producers. In this speaking session, Alex
Grossman will discuss how an open workflow can extend to the cloud naturally, enabling globally
dispersed teams to collaborate in real-time on creative projects for faster time-to-market and improved
efficiency. With StorNext in the Cloud, organizations can scale to meet changing levels of demand
during the production, delivery, and archive process while preserving future flexibility.
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